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If you want to Rise as far as the Kundalini goes, don't wait for Satan to deem you worthy. Deem yourself worthy through daily practice and constant meditation. Deem yourself worthy for the right of every gentile. The Awakening of Satan's blood. Kill the lie in you, kill obstructions, accept yourself and accept the Truth as it is, without restrictions. Find who you are, without any must or if. Find what is of the Gods and of yourself in you, keep it, weep out the rest. What remains? You and the Gods. To become as the Gods and become immortal the first step is to kill what won't last forever. Truth lasts, lies don't. Additionally, lies don't concern anyone. Those who are in the truth see right through. Satan won't punish anyone for lying to himself, simply because the torment of self-lying is enough to punish you alone by your own actions. Stop being a lost soul that will come back over and over again, in the cycle of nothingness.

Become your own God and become as our Father Satan created us all to become. Take responsibility for who you are, and stop blaming the enemy and anyone else. Kill ignorance and the enemy is dead on your feet. Kill stupidity and irrationality and the enemy can't see you. The enemy is relatively weak in what we can do to ourselves.

A still and controlled Satanic mind has no enemy able to detort to any falsehood. Take the decision today if you want to escape the cycle of reincarnation and become like the Gods. Fight against the lie inside and kill it. Once the lie is dead inside, the Truth of Satan can bloom freely, in your life, reality, soul and being. See your past selves, observe them, don't tie in. Take the leap to the Truth. Satan will be there to guide your every step. Kill the walls in your mind. Kill your past lying selves. Kill what you have learned to cling upon and deny the transient. What remains? Take it for this will make you a God and create the new you; the Satan you. Satan is in every one of Us. Our core, Us. Satan wants you to free yourself more than anyone. An entangled you means an entangled Satan. When your wills both fuse and you desire freedom so much; this is when you will Rise and escape the lies of anything, anyone and everyone. This is when you will become a God, an Ascended Master of yourself.

Clean your mind. Face yourself and cause the last card before the world in the Tarot, Judgement. Cause it yourself and you're steps ahead. You already complete level 99/100. Face your scars, heal them, Satan will free you on the last steps if you take yourself there. The world is yours only when the Truth is yours. I
wrote the above after a very powerful Kundalini experience which really transformed me fully.

Thanks for reading.

HAIL SATAN, PRAISE SATAN!!!!
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